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TUESDAY, JUNE 22nd

08.30 Registration of participants

09.30 Welcome Address
Michele BAGELLA, Dean, Faculty of Economics, University of Rome “Tor Vergata”
Pasquale Lucio SCANDIZZO, Director, CEIS, University of Rome “Tor Vergata”

Opening Address
Luigi PAGANETTO, President, Tor Vergata Economics Foundation and Secretary General, IEA

10-11.30 Sala degli Svizzeri: “Growth or Stagnation after Recession in the Major Economic Areas?”

Chairman
Dominick SALVATORE, Fordham University

Speakers
Stephanie GUICHARD, OECD - “Prospects for Growth and Imbalances Beyond the Short Term”
Carlo FILIPPINI, Università Bocconi - "Will China Save the West?"
Dominick SALVATORE, Fordham University - "Will the U.S. Resume Rapid Growth after the Recession?"

11.30-13 Sala degli Svizzeri: “Innovation, Environment and Growth”

Chairman
Pasquale Lucio SCANDIZZO, CEIS, University of Rome “Tor Vergata”

Speakers
Philippe AGHION, Harvard University - “The Environment and Directed Technical Change”
Kevin CLEAVER, IFAD - “The Impact on Developing Country Agriculture of the Global Economic Downturn and the OECD Fiscal Crisis and Key Reforms Needed in International Assistance to Agriculture”
Odin K. KNUDSEN, JP Morgan and Pasquale Lucio SCANDIZZO - "Exit Strategy for this and Future Crises”
Carlo Andrea BOLLINO and Paolo POLINORI, University of Perugia - “Sustainability and Climate Change Policies: Will there Be the Will and the Means?”

11.30-13 Sala Verde: “Euro Adoption after the Crisis: Time for Rethinking”

Chairman
Riccardo ROVELLI, University of Bologna

Speakers
Gyorgy KOPITS, Fiscal Council, Republic of Hungary - “Broad Trends and Macroeconomic Policy Options”
Karsten STAEHR, Tallin School of Economics - “Income Convergence and Inflation in the New EU Countries from Central and Eastern Europe: Implications for Euro Adoption”
Pedro DEL RIO, Bank of Spain – “Euro Accession and Economic Discipline, A View from Both Sides of the Coin”
Massimo SUARDI, European Commission – “Euro Adoption after the Crisis: What Implications for the Convergence Assessment Framework?”
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Venue</th>
<th>Session/Topic</th>
<th>Chairman</th>
<th>Speakers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14-15</td>
<td>Sala Verde</td>
<td>“China and USA after the Crisis: Growth Rebalancing and Its Implications for the World Economy”</td>
<td>Luigi BONATTI, University of Trento</td>
<td>Andrea FRACASSO, University of Trento Adel BESHAI, American University of Cairo Gian Maria MILESI FERRETTI and Olivier BLANCHARD, IMF - “Global Imbalances: In Midstream?” Pietro COVA, Bank of Italy, Massimiliano PISANI, Bank of Italy and Alessandro REBUCCI, IADB - “Macroeconomic Effects of China’s Fiscal Stimulus”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14-15</td>
<td>Sala degli Svizzeri</td>
<td>“Financial Regulation and Supervision after the Crisis: How Much Can We Still Rely on Market-Based Solutions?”</td>
<td>Franco BRUNI, Paolo Baffi Centre, Università Bocconi and ESFRC</td>
<td>Harald BENINK, ESFRC and Tilburg University - “Principles for Shadowing Financial Regulation after the Crisis” Niels THYGESEN, ESFRC and Copenhagen University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Session</td>
<td>Chairman</td>
<td>Speakers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 9.30-11 | Sala degli Svizzeri: “Sistemic Risk in Financial Regulation”            | Stefano MICOSSI, Assonime | Rainer MASERA, Guglielmo Marconi University and Giancarlo MAZZONE, University of Southern Switzerland and LUISS Guido Carli University - “Reform of the Risk Capital Standard (RCS) and Systemically Important Financial Institutions (SIFI)”  
Marco ONADO, Università Bocconi - “Is the Larosiere Proposal on European Financial Regulation on the Right Path?”  
Maria NIETO, Bank of Spain – “Bank Resolution as the Fourth Arm of the Safety Net: The Case of the EU” |
| 9.30-11 | Sala Verde: “World Trade and Postcrisis Scenarios”                      | Paolo GUERRIERI, University of Rome “La Sapienza” | Giorgia GIOVANNETTI, University of Florence  
Huberth ESCAITH, World Trade Organization - “Global Supply Chains and the Great Trade Collapse: Guilty or Casualty?”  
Filippo VERGARA CAFFARELLI and Ines BUONO, Bank of Italy - “Trade Elasticity and International Fragmentation of Production”  
Lucia TAJOLI, Università Bocconi - “Intermediate Inputs, Trade Networks and Trade Shocks” |
| 11-12  | Sala degli Svizzeri: IEA/CEIS Session                                   | Jean Paul FITOUSSI, OFCE. |                                                                                                  |
Werner ROEGER and Jan in’t VELD, DG Ecfin, European Commission - “Exit Strategies for Fiscal Policies in the EU after the Crisis: a DFGE-Based Analysis”  
Luigi PAGANETTO and Pasquale Lucio SCANDIZZO - “An Exit Strategy from the Crisis and the Economic Growth in Europe”  
Patrizio BIANCHI and Sandrine LABORY, University of Ferrara – “The Crisis and the Recovery: Do We Need an Industrial Policy?”  
Christian LONGHI, Nice University, CNRS-GREDEG |
| 13.30-14.30 | LUNCH & POSTER SESSION                                                 |                          |                                                                                                  |
13.30 Chiusura dell’incontro  Roberto MAZZOTTA, Presidente Istituto Luigi Sturzo
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PR and Communication:
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Technical Assistance:
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